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About the MAINCOIN token
MAINCOIN is a digital currency based on the “BNB Chain” blockchain.
Blockchain technology is an independent system and does not have third parties
that could somehow affect your transactions, so the MAINCOIN token is a completely
decentralized digital asset.
The main economic direction of the token is its use as a means of mutual settlements
in the commercial ecosystem of products and services.
Using the MAINCOIN token and its ecosystem, you can make purchases or conduct
business anywhere in the world.

Legal restrictions
The MAINCOIN token is not a direct or indirect analogue of shares, shares, obligations,
claims, ownership rights or legal interest in relation to the “Maincoin Money” company.
The MAINCOIN token does not entitle its holders to any promises of payments, dividends,
unconditional income, profit or investment income, and is not intended to ensure the
issuance of securities in any jurisdiction.

According to the terms of the issue, MAINCOIN token:
1) Is non-refundable and cannot be exchanged for cash by “Maincoin Money” or any affiliated
person of “Maincoin Money”.
2) Does not grant the token holder any rights in any form with respect to “Maincoin Money”
(or any of its affiliates), or its income or assets, including, but not limited to, any right to
receive dividends, income, ownership rights or shares, collateral, any voting rights,
distribution, redemption, liquidation, ownership (including all forms of intellectual property
or licensing rights), or other financial or legal rights or equivalent rights, or any other forms
of participation with respect to “Maincoin Money”.
3) Is not a contract for difference in prices or any other contract, the purpose or intended
purpose of which is to make a profit or avoid losses.
4) Is not a security, debt obligation or any other type of financial instrument.

5) Is not a loan from “Maincoin Money” or any of its affiliated companies.
6) Is not a debt of “Maincoin Money” or any of its affiliates.
The ownership of the MAINCOIN token does not contain any rights, express or implied,
other than the right to use the MAINCOIN token as a means that can be used to
participate in the “Maincoin Money” ecosystem.

Technical specifications
Blockchain

BNB Chain

Token Type

BEP-20

Token Symbol

MNC

Token Name

MAINCOIN

Max Total Supply

900000000MNC

Explorer

explorer link

Github coins

github link

Сontract

contract link

The MAINCOIN token is issued on the BNB Chain blockchain and is an implementation
of the BEP-20 standard.
All tokens that implement the BEP-20 interface are supported by most crypto exchanges
and crypto wallets working with “BNB Chain”.
The token's smart contract is written in the Solidity language. The token fully complies
with the international security standards ISO/IEC 27001 and the CryptoCurrency Security
Standard (CCSS).

Tokenomics
Stock ticker: MNC
Asset name: MAINCOIN
Asset type: Токен
Number of tokens: 900000000MNC
Token tracker: link tracker

Allocation

% of issue

Listing on exchanges (CEX/DEX)

60%

Ecosystem Fund

15%

Advertising budget

5%

Development team

20%

Rationale for profits on MAINCOIN investments
Additional issue of MAINCOIN tokens is not provided.
The most popular blockchain - “BNB Chain”.
A promising ecosystem of token use.
The MAINCOIN token is immediately applied in a ready-made business.
Adding an asset to a different business as a means of payment.

Business with the MAINCOIN token
The MAINCOIN token was created as a means of payment in the commercial ecosystem
of products, so all users of these products pay for services in the MAINCOIN token.
The token's market model works according to the scheme of liquidity pools that are open
on decentralized exchanges.
The ecosystem user purchases the MAINCOIN token either directly on decentralized
exchanges or in the Metamask wallet, which in turn “supplies” MAINCOIN from the liquidity
pools of decentralized exchanges.

The business model of making a profit from the MAINCOIN token:
A MAINCOIN investor opens a liquidity pool on any decentralized exchange.
The user of the ecosystem of products buys and sells the MAINCOIN token directly in these
pools of liquidity, thereby bringing profit to the investor who opened these pools of liquidity
for the MAINCOIN token.
Thus, the MAINCOIN token has a constant economic model of liquidity.
An investor who opens a MAINCOIN token liquidity pool is directly involved in the business
of the entire token ecosystem.

Incineration
The company “Maincoin Money” reserves the right to burn the token if necessary.
The personal fund of the company “Maincoin Money”, as well as any MAINCOIN asset
belonging to the company “Maincoin Money” can be incinerated.
The company “Maincoin Money” can conduct additional token burning campaigns
together with the MAINCOIN community.

Economic application of MAINCOIN
Free bulletin board “Zebra”
Zebra is a new generation bulletin board.
All kinds of goods and services, cars, real estate, work, various shops, entertainment,
free ads, leisure, charity and much more.

Feature of the resource:
The use of cryptocurrencies as a means of payment for goods and services.
Payment in the MAINCOIN token for internal services of the service and advertising
on the site.
The official address of the resource: zebra.land

Payment crypto aggregator “MainKassa”
MainKassa is a unique technical solution for any business.
The resource allows you to accept payments in various cryptocurrencies, on any websites of
companies and stores.
The product has a high degree of protection and complete independence in the use, storage
and management of funds only from platformer wallets, excluding any action by third parties.

Feature of the resource:
The use of the MAINCOIN token as a means of payment on any sites.
Payment in the MAINCOIN token for internal services of the service.
The official address of the resource: mainkassa.com

Social dating network “CALIBRY”
CALIBRY is a new social dating network around the world using blockchain technologies.
The task of the resource in the ecosystem is to increase the number of users using the
MAINCOIN cryptocurrency as payment.

Feature of the resource:
Payment in the MAINCOIN token for internal services of the service and advertising
on the site.
The official address of the resource: calibry.love

